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A NOTE ON THE HARRISON-SHEPP STOCHASTIC EQUATION
In their recent work J.M.Harrison and L.A.Shepp \_2~\ consider a stochastic equation whioh includes in particular the loo al tinte at the point 0 of a se aimer tingale. Por 'his equation they give a sufficient and necessary conditions for the existence of a unique striot solution· Moreover they identify its solution as a diffusion process known under the name of a skew Brownian motion·
In this note we introduce a slightly more general class of equations by distinguishing the lower and upper looal times at the point 0 of a semimartingale· In oontrast to the results of , [2] we show that for a oertain choice of parameters the considered equation possess infinitely many strict solutions· Therefore our equation may serve as a simple example of the diffusion equation for whioh the non-uniqueness of a striot solution is valid.
Preliminaries
Let W s (W t ) te g denote a Wiener process defined on a fixed underlying probability space (Ω,/,Ρ) endowed with a filtration i^teR satisf 7 in e the usual conditions (cf. [1] ).
We shall seek a solution to the equation We say a solution is strict if it is r£-adapted, where asusual s 6(W u juè t). In what follows by a solution we shall mean a strict solution (unless explicitly otherwise stated).
For the real constants c and d we define a function ft R --R
for xe R. Por any function f of this form we shall frequently apply the following formulae (cf.
where f^ reap.) stands for the left hand side derivative (right hand side derivative reap.) of the function f. Moreover by f"(0) we mean the difference fp(0) -f^(0) = c-d.
Finally let us observe that the integrals ocouring in the formulae (2)-(3) are the Ito stochastic integrals. 
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Ve ehall first treat the ceee (ili). Samely for arbitrary tg* f (5) e C we pat
For the oonefânts selected in thia way, the formale (5) reduces to t (7)
T t « j (f 1 (Y u ) • e r (Y tt ))dW tt . 0
How arguing es ia [2] we state, that the equation (7) possess a unique eolation acá thus the process X t » s~1{Y t ) is a unique solution to the equation (1) . Moreover, as ona may cheek, the procer ί hm the saβ» distribution as the skew Brownian motion with parantes « detersiined by the formula .
? -a + 5 -¡srîîfcyi (for details we refer to [A] and [?]).
We shall now study the case (ii). Oar aim is to show that there exist no solutions to the aquation (1) if (j,Si belongs to B· Assume on the contrary, that X satisfies (1) almost surely for each te R + . Let us assume first, that in addition δ ar-1. Then the function s with the constants given by the formulae (6) has a constant sign, more precisely we have either eâO or B<0. By virtue of (7) the process Y t = s(X t ) is a continuous martingale satisfying also Y Q « 0. Since it has a constant sign, this implies Y t = 0 for each te R + and thus also Xj » 0 for each te R + . This clearly contradiots the assumption that X satisfies (1) .
For the case í«¡r-1 we have to select different constants, namely we may put
where r « ¡j* --j • 6 + ^ . Then Thus by (9) we get
and similarly by (10)
We conclude that the equation (1) with (χ»<5") e A possess infinitely many solutions distributed as a skew Brownien motion with á certain parameter α e [0,1] < This ends the proof.
Remark.
It seems reasonable to expect that any adapted continuous prooess X with an absolute value IXI distributed ììke a reflected Brownien motion is a solution (not necessarily strict) to the equation (1) with (γ,δ) e Α.
Example
The equation introduced by Harrison and Shepp [2] corresponds to the case a*· = δ. Actually under'this assumption (1) may be rewritten in the form X t = W t + /3L t (X), where the local time L(X) at the point 0 is defined by the formula L(X) s = (L + (X) + L'(X))/2, so that ft =.2%. Observe that the case (3*,<î)e Β is now equivalent to \ β\ >1, whilô (a 1 ,δ) s C corresponds to 1. Moreover in the latter case for the parameter ex we have an equality α = (yî+1)/2 and this agrees with the formula derived in [2]·
